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The ASV has a requiren:ent to maintain knowledge of thz frequency offset between 
3.W stations with 3 X 10- x3 and time ojjiet within 10 niicrosecmds. It is further antici- 
pated that !n the 1987-1990 era the requirement for knowlecige of time oflser between 
Ds,V starions will be less than 10 nanoseconds 
JPL is using the Global position in^ Svstem (GPS) Space Fehicles. as a derelopment 
pr:j;ect, to transfer time atid frequeticj. oser intercontinental distances between stati6)ns 
of the DS.\' arid between the DS'V and other agencies. JPL has installed (;E r t g  re- 
ceisers at its tracking station near Barstrnv, Ca:ijornia, and at its tracking YiL : ,?tar 
Madrid, Spain. 
. 
The details of the cxperinient and the data are reported. There is a discussion of the 
ultimate capchilities of these techniques j i ~ r  met, :tig the Jirrictional requirements of the 
DSL%'. 
1. Introduction 
The DSN has a requirement to maintain knowledge of fre- 
quency offset between complexes of 3 X (Af/f). and a 
knowledge o f  tinie offset to within I O  microseconds It is 
further anticipated that in the 1987- 1990 era the requirement 
for knowledge of time offset between DSN complexes will be 
less than 10 nanoseconds 1 . is). Clearly. new meaurement tech- 
niques will be needed to meet these requrements. 
Among the new measurement techniques being investigated 
hy JPL. to meet these requirements. is the use of Global Posi- 
tioning System (GPS) timing receivers. The GPS timing re- 
ceivers presently being used by JPL were developed and built 
by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). Part of this devel- 
opment was funded by JPL. 
II. Description of the Receivers 
The NBS receiver is described in the 1981 proceedings of 
the Precise Time and Time Interval Applications and Planning 
Meeting (Ref. I ) .  It uses o n t  frequency containing the CA 
code which is transmitted by each space vehicle. The receiver 
locks on the space vehicle's signal: therefore, i t  needs only a 
small omnidirectional antenna rather than a steerable dish The 
receiver is controlled by an internal microprocessor that auto- 
matically han '!es schedules. length of reception time. and 
other tasks. Once the receiver is set up. normal opernticw only 
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requires octasional humoi. intervention. For instance. the 
reception ti.ne is decremented 4 minutes every day which of 
course is a 1i:tlr different than a sidereal day. This is done to 
make it a bit more convenient by having to deal only with 
whole min; ies. It is necessary to adjust the schedule every few 
weeks to k: :p the viewing angles correct. 
111,. GI, vfiguration of the System 
At pr:cent JPL has two GPS timing receivers, one of which 
i:, Iocatcc at the Goldstone Tracking Station Complex (GTS) 
near Bnrsruw. California. This receiver gets its 1-second timing 
pulse fror:i a cesium clock, Coldstone clock 5. GTS(Cl5). 
which is I xated about 20 km from a hydrogen maser clock 
(hldstont Station Reference GTYSR), which is at another 
aation .'I fi 14) in the same complex. The hydrogen maser 
,:lock i t '  1 same one used in Very Long Baseline Interferom- 
(try (VLIiI) which measures, among other things. the time off- 
st ' betweten the DSN complexes. A clock trip using a portable 
ce iiim clock is made once a week between GTS(Cl5) and 
GIS(SRf. These clock trips are done in conjunction with the 
reguiarly Kheduled weekly VLBI measurements. 
The zecond GPS timing receiver is loa ted  at DSS 61/63. 
The 'ladrid receiver gets it5 timing pulse from a hydrogen 
mase: clock which is that station's reference clock MAD(SR). 
MAR SR) is another hydrogen maser clock used in the VLBI 
measi reinents and is at the other end of the weekly VLBI 
measL :er ne nr bet ween California and Spain. 
TM I othe. receivers involwd in this test were located at 
NBS in Gouluer. Colorw' . and at the United States Naval 
O;.servator,' (l1SNO) in Washington. DC. The NBS receiver is 
identical to those used at JPL. It gets its timing pulse from the 
NBS c l x k  '1 which is one of the clocks in the NBS ensemble. 
A daily oftset of clock 9 to UTC(NBS) is available at the 
month's end m d  the rzceiver is accessible by telephone 
through a modem. The USNO GPS timing receiver is a Stan- 
fcrd Telecor im inications receiver Jf similar functional design 
to the NBS rcceiver. Its sctxdu:, is decremented 4 minutes per  
day ' .  The rece ver gets it5 i.ning pulst from UTC(USN0. 
MC). There are correct' . > available to UTC(USN0). 
IV. Proce&!res for Gathering and 
Pmcrwing the Data 
The rc iver? will store internally one t o  two weeks of data 
ig on  ,low much data is acquired during each day. The depen 
'Prior to the firs! nf 1985 and during the testc repnrted here, the 
USNO ,eceiver tc'iedii': O I J S  Ixcn decremented 2 7  minutcs one week 
and 28 minute\ . ic tcrnate week. This allowed an apprnvirnation to 
a tidcrral d.iy. Tliis was changed t o  a 4 miniday decrcment starting 
about tFc fi .t of 1983. 
data from the receivers are acquired by telephone usually once 
a week. In the use of the NBS type receiver. the receivers 
themselves are accessed. In the case of the USNO receiver. the 
data are acquired from a public database service provided by 
USNO. In both cases the data are transmitted at a 3 W b a u d  
rate and are received and printed out on a terminal. The data 
are then entered by hand into a Hewlett Packard 9845 calcula- 
tor at JPL. 
Ail of the data were taken during a mutual view of the GPS 
space vehicle by pairs of timing receivers. This method prom- 
ises the best results and is the siniplest with respect to process- 
ing the data. As more space vehicles are added to  the CPS con- 
stellation. there will be additional opportunities for mutual 
view around the world. 
The receivers are programmed to take data for 10 minutes 
(600 seconds). These data are then reduced in the receiver to a 
single data point which represents the time offset between the 
local clock and the GPS clock. The difference between the two 
values of local clock and GPS time is then calculated. This is 
done for each space vehicle that is available for mutual view 
each day. These values are then averaged to produce a single 
value for the day. If data points are missing. then a linear inter- 
polation is made on the original measurement. 
V. Results 
The first measurement in late 1982 was clock 5 at GTS and 
NBS clock 9. The distance between these two stations is 
approximately 1200 km and regular clock trips were made 
between GTS and NBS so the measurements could be verified. 
The data axis of all of the figures is labeled in Modified Julian 
Day (MJD). An M3D of 5225 represents September 13,1982, 
on the conventional calendar. 
Figurc 1 shows the results of the UTC(NBS) - GTS (clock 
5) with the results of the cesium portable clock trips shown. 
Because of different antennas being wed at NBS a receiver 
calibration was not akailable; therefore the first clock trip was 
used as a calibration. The second trip disagreej by 36 ns and 
the third by 5 ns. 
This receiver is now probably a de facto permanent installa- 
tion at GTS and will probahly eventually eliminate or i t  least 
curtail the need for most future clock trips between NBS and 
GTS. 
A second GPS timing receiver was installed at the DSN sta- 
tion in Spain (DSS 63). A schedule of mutual observation 
(observed at the same time) of two space vehicles (SVS and 
SV8) was started. These are the only two space vehicles that 
are nir~tually~ observable from both compiexes. The space vehi- 
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cle observation schedule was made to have the same angle of 
observation from both stations. Some slight adjustments were 
made to  equalize the angles from 41 degree- to 45 degrees 
above the horizon. The space vetucles are over Greenland at 
observation time and seen within a few degrees of  each other 
in the sky at each station. 
A clock offset nasurement is made every day from each 
*space vehicle and the mean is used as the value of the clock 
offset. The same procedure for getting a value of clock offset 
is used between GTS(Cl5) and MAD(SR) and between 
UTC(NBS) and GTS(C15) with the exception that only two 
space vehicles are available between GTS ani MAD.  A plot of 
the clock offset values is seen in Fig. 2. Figure 3 is the same 
graph with a frequency offset removed. 
The frequency offset between the GTS(C15) and MAD(SR) 
was calculated using 10 days of data. The calculations assumed 
statistical independence between the me surements using the 
two space vehicles. A typical frequency offset measurement 
was 9.5 X lo-” (Af,,j) with a (confidence) standard deviation 
of the mean of 2.8 X (Af/fi. This is within the require- 
ments to have knowledge of frequency offset to  within the 
3 X ( r l f / f )  DSN specification. 
VI. Confirmation by Independent GPS 
Measurements 
Unlike the clock offset measurements between GTS and 
NBS, the measurements from California to Spain cannot be 
confirmed by frequent clock trips. One attempt at confirma- 
tion was a daily indirect time difference measurement made 
through the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO). This was accom- 
plished in two steps: First, there was a daily mutual view 
schedule maintained by YBS, USNO and Goldstone. Second. 
USNO a i d  Madrid mainiain a m- :ual view schedule. wllich 
results ifi aaily time offset measurement between their clocks. 
Eiex a l ; x t  and indirect time offset measurements between 
Goldstone and Madrid are nearly statistically independent. 
Figure 4 shows the differences in the measurement of the 
time offset between Goldstone and Madrid by two different 
paths. There was a mean offset of 140 ns. An explanation of 
this could be an error in the coordinates of the receiver. There 
is some reason to believe ihis is trbe at Goldstone and there 
have been no checks made at Spain. The new firmware to be 
installed in 1983 into the NBS receivers will contain a naviga- 
tion program. Then i t  will be possible to verify the antenna 
location within a few meters. 
A good candidate for the cause of the daily variation is the 
diCferent scheduling methods used by JPL and NBS and that 
used by USNO. This problem should clear up in data taken in 
1983 after USNO started decrementing their schedule by 4 
minutes/day. These tests have been continued during 1983 and 
will be reported in a future article. Some of the daily ‘aria- 
tions are probably caused by ionospheric changes. There .s no 
attempt to acwunt for :his in the NBS and JPL receiver du-ing 
this time bu! one would expect this error to be less than is 
presently seer.. 
VII. Confirmation Using VLBI 
Measurements 
Approximately ance every week a VLBI measurement is 
made between CTS and MAD and between GTS and the DSN 
Australian complex. One of the results of the VLBI measure- 
ment is the time offset between the involved stations. By using 
the regular clock trips between GTS(Cl5) and GST(SR), the 
GPS and timing receiver results can produce a weekly approxi- 
mate time offset between GTS(SR) and the MAD(SR) (Fig. 5). 
These time offset measurements can be compared to  the time 
offset results of the VLBI measurements as seen in Fig. 6. 
A linear fit on each of the two sets of data shows an ex- 
cellent agreement. These measurements will be continued 
throughout 1983. It is planned LO make measurements internal 
to the stations to find the offse: difference between the VLBI 
and the GPS measurements. 
VIII. Conclusions 
The conclusions of the experiment are as follows: 
( I )  The present GPS timing receivers can meet the 1985 
requirements specified for th. DSN. With better data 
collection. the addition of software filters in the data 
processing, and ionosphere correction, there is reason 
to believe the intercontinental time measurements. 
with the existing equipment. can approach an accuracy 
of 10-20 nanoseconds. Certainly. one can expect to 
further refine the measurement of frequency offset. 
( 2 )  The GPS and VLBI measurements of time offset will 
complement each other for some time to  come. 
(3) It has been shown that the GPS timing receiver is an 
operational item of equipment capable of replacing 
regular clock trips oker short distances and shows 
promise of replacing clock trips over intercontinental 
distances. 
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